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I.

Introduction

Generally, the common-law holds a contractor responsible for increased construction costs
caused by unanticipated site conditions. To protect contractors from this risk, modern
construction contracts include “Differing Site Conditions” clauses. These clauses entitle
contractors to compensation for increased costs caused by unforeseeable site conditions. Owners
benefit from “Differing Site Conditions” clauses because contractors may bid more accurately,
and need not inflate their bids with unnecessary contingencies for unforeseeable extra costs caused
by the unanticipated conditions.
“Differing Site Conditions” clauses in federal government construction contracts are
substantively similar to those usually found in modern commercial construction contracts. A
typical federal construction contract clause provides as follows:
DIFFERING SITE CONDITIONS
(a)
The Contractor shall promptly, and before the conditions
are disturbed, give a written notice to the Contracting Officer of (1) subsurface or
latent physical conditions at the site which differ materially from those indicated in
this contract, or (2) unknown physical conditions at the site of an unusual nature,
which differ materially from those ordinarily encountered and generally recognized
as inhering in work of the character provided for in the contract.
(b)
The Contracting Officer shall investigate the site conditions
promptly after receiving the notice. If the conditions do materially so differ and
cause an increase or decrease in the contractor’s cost of, or the time required for,
performing any part of the work under this contract, whether or not changed as a
result of the conditions, an equitable adjustment shall be made under this clause and
the contract modified in writing accordingly.
(c)
No request by the Contractor for an equitable adjustment to the
contract under this clause shall be allowed unless the Contractor has given the
written notice required; provided, that the time prescribed in (a) above for giving
written notice may be extended by the Contracting Officer.
(d)
No request by the Contractor for an equitable adjustment to the
contract for differing site conditions shall be allowed if made after final payment
under this contract.1
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The Associated General Contractors of America (AGC) Document 200, frequently used in
private construction contracts, includes a clause similar to that used in federal contracts:
COCEALED OR UKOW SITE CODITIOS If the conditions at the
site are (a) subsurface or other physical conditions which are materially different
from those indicated in the Contract Documents, or (b) unusual or unknown
physical conditions which are materially different from conditions ordinarily
encountered and generally recognized as inherent in Work provided for in the
Contract Documents, then prompt notice shall be given to all affected parties before
the conditions are disturbed, but in no event later than seven (7) days after
discovery. If appropriate, an equitable adjustment to the Contract Price and
Contract Time shall be made by Change Document. If agreement cannot be
reached by the parties, the party seeking an adjustment in the Contract Price or
Contract Time may assert a Claim in accordance with the Contract Documents.2

The American Institute of Architects (AIA) Document A 201, which also, is frequently
incorporated into private construction contracts includes a clause similiar to the federal and AGC
clauses:
Claims for Concealed or Unknown Conditions. If conditions are encountered
at the site which are (1) subsurface or otherwise concealed physical conditions
which differ materially from those indicated in the Contract Documents or (2)
unknown physical conditions of an unusual nature, which differ materially from
those ordinarily found to exist and generally recognized as inherent in construction
activities of the character provided for in the Contract Documents, then notice by
the observing party shall be given to the other party promptly before conditions are
disturbed and in no event later than 21 days after first observance of the conditions.
The Architect will promptly investigate such conditions and, if they differ
materially and cause an increase or decrease in the Contractor’s cost of, or time
required for, performance of any part of the Work, will recommend an equitable
adjustment in the Contract Sum or Contract Time, or both. If the Architect
determines that the conditions at the site are not materially different from those
indicated in the Contract Documents and that no change in the terms of the Contract
is justified, the Architect shall so notify the Owner and Contractor in writing,
stating the reasons. Claims by either party in opposition to such determination
must be made within 21 days after the Architect has given notice of the decision.
If the conditions encountered are materially different, the Contract Sum and
Contract Time shall be equitably adjusted, but if the Owner and Contractor cannot
agree on an adjustment in the Contract Sum or Contract Time, the adjustment shall
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be referred to the Architect for initial determination, subject
to further proceedings pursuant to Paragraph 4.4.3
Both the City of New York and the State of California use differing site condition clauses
in their construction contracts. California’s clause is required whenever a California public entity
awards a contract requiring the digging of trenches or other excavation extending deeper than four
feet below the surface.4 The required clause is as follows:
(a) That the contractor shall promptly, and before the following
conditions are disturbed, notify the public entity in writing, of any:
(1) Material that the contractor believes may be hazardous waste, as
defined in Section 25117 of the Health and Safety Code, that is required to be
moved to a Class I, Class II, or Class III disposal site in accordance with provisions
of existing law.
(2) Subsurface or latent physical conditions at the site differing from
those indicated.
(3) Unknown physical conditions at the site of any unusual nature,
different materially from those ordinarily encountered and generally recognized as
inherent in work of the character provided for in the contract.
(b) The public entity shall promptly investigate the conditions, and if it
finds that the conditions do materially so differ, or do involve hazardous waste, and
cause a decrease or increase in the contractor’s cost of, or the time required for,
performance of any part of the work, shall issue a change order under the
procedures described in the contract.
(c) That, in the event that a dispute arises between the public entity and
the contractor whether the conditions materially differ, or involve hazardous
waste, or cause a decrease or increase in the contractor’s cost of, or time required
for, performance of any part of the work, the contractor shall not be excused from
any scheduled completion date provided for by the contract, but shall proceed with
all work to be performed under the contract. The contractor shall retain any and all
rights provided either by contract or by law which pertain to the resolution of
disputes and protests between the contracting parties.

The City of New York has utilized the following clause in its bid information documents:
SECTION No. 4 –

(EXAMINATION) VIEWING OF SITE AND
CONSIDERATION OF OTHER SOURCES OF
INFORMATION

(a)
PRE— BIDDING (INVESTIGATION) VIEWING OF SITE –
Bidders must carefully (examine) view the site of the proposed work, as well as
its adjacent area, and seek other usual sources of information for they will be
conclusively presumed to have full knowledge of any and all conditions on, about
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or above the site relating to or affecting in any way the performance of the work to
be done under this contract which were or should have been indicated to a
reasonably prudent bidder.
(b)
CHANGED CONDITIONS – should the Contractor
encounter during the progress of the work, subsurface conditions at the site
materially differing from any shown on the Contract Drawings or indicated in the
specifications or such subsurface conditions as could not reasonably have been
anticipated by the Contractor and were not anticipated by the City, which
conditions will materially affect the cost of the work to be done under the contract,
the attention of the Commissioner must be called immediately to such conditions
before they are disturbed. The Commissioner shall thereupon promptly
investigate the conditions. If he finds that they do so materially differ, or that they
could not reasonably have been anticipated by the Contractor and were not
anticipated by the City, the contract may be modified with his written approval.
However, the amount of any increase or decrease of cost resulting from such
conditions shall be subject to the prior written approval of the Comptroller’s Chief
Engineer. Any increase in costs resulting therefrom shall be subject to the
Charter and Administrative Code provisions relating to additional work5
Although the foregoing clauses differ in certain respects, they each seek the common goal
of ensuring that contractors will competitively prepare their bids based upon the conditions which
can be reasonably anticipated from the available information. Owners benefit because the
contractors’ bids will include fewer, or be entirely free of, contingencies allocated to differing site
conditions. In return, the contractor is provided assurance that in event site conditions prove
more difficult than anticipated, an adjustment will be made in the contract price and/or time.6

II.

Types of Differing Site Conditions

There are two principal types of site conditions recognized under the standard differing
site conditions clauses.

A. Type I Conditions
The first category of differing site conditions (“Type I”) includes “subsurface or latent
physical conditions at the site differing materially from those indicated in [the] contract”.7 It
should be noted that Type I conditions are not restricted to subsurface conditions only, but also
include conditions which may be at, or above, the surface that are latent because they are
concealed, hidden or dormant.
In order to prevail on a Type I differing site conditions claim, the Contractor must prove six
elements:8
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(1)

The contract documents must have affirmatively indicated the conditions;

(2)

the contractor must act in a reasonably prudent manner in interpreting the contract
documents;

(3)

the contractor must have relied on the indications of the conditions represented in
the contract;

(4)

the conditions encountered must have differed materially from those indicated in
the contract;

(5)
(6)

the actual conditions must have been reasonably unforeseeable;
the contractor’s damages must have been solely attributable to such materially
different subsurface conditions.

As the language of the clause states, proof of the existence of Type I changed conditions
depends upon comparison of the conditions actually encountered with those indicated in the
contract.9 Obviously, where the contract contains no indications with respect to subsurface
conditions, this type of changed condition is logically impossible since the actual conditions
cannot differ from those “indicated” in the contract.10 Nevertheless, as discussed later, relief may
still be available insofar as the changed conditions may be classified as Type II differing site
conditions.11
Examples of conditions that courts have found to be Type I differing site conditions
include the following:
(1)
The presence of rock or boulders in an excavation area where none were shown
or indicated, or the existence of such rock at materially different elevations than had been indicated
in the data available to bidders;12
(2)
The presence of permafrost or subsurface water where none had been indicated
by the contract documents;13
(3)
The encountering of loose, soft material at a location or elevation where the
boring data indicated the existence of sound rock;14
(4)
Physical differences in the behavioral characteristics and workability of soils
encountered as contrasted with the type of soils indicated by the borings, even though the soils,
encountered could be utilized with additional effort for the intended contract purpose;15
(5)
The failure of designated borrow pits or quarry sites to produce the required
materials entirely, or in sufficient quantities without excessive waste or the presence of unusable
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materials beyond that reasonably anticipated from the pre-bid data;16
(6)
The presence of rock, debris or other subsurface obstructions in substantially
greater quantities than had been shown in the bid documents;17
(7)
The existence of a subfloor not shown on the drawings which had to be removed
under a contract to renovate a building;18
(8)
The encountering of ground water at a higher elevation, or in quantities in excess
of those indicated or reasonably anticipated from the data available to bidders;19
(9)
The encountering of rock materially harder or tougher to excavate or drill and
blast then was expected from information available prior to bidding;20
(10)
The presence of a higher moisture content in soils to be compacted than was
anticipated from the contract data.21
“Latent” conditions which have been held to constitute the basis for relief as Type I
differing site conditions include the following:
(1)
Ground contour elevations at the site which differed from those shown on the
drawings, and, accordingly, required greater quantities of excavation or fill;22
(2)
The existence of numerous taxiway crossovers that had to be removed to perform
the contract work; but which were not disclosed on the drawings, and security regulations
prevented the contractor from making an adequate pre— bid site investigation;23
(3)

The presence or absence of plumbing in walls or ceilings;24

(4)

The fitness for use of an existing bridge support;25

(5)

Unusually strong bonding to the substrate of a pool’s liner to be removed;26

(6)

A thicker concrete floor than had been expected;27

(7)
removed;28

Topsoil hidden by vegetation and not shown on the drawings that had to be

(8)
Additional layers of roofing not shown in the drawings and which the contractor
had not seen during his pre-bid site investigation.29
As stated above, the existence of Type I differing site conditions turns upon a comparison
between conditions actually encountered and those indicated in the contract. However, the
contract representations as to the subsurface or latent conditions need not be explicit or specific.
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All that is required is a sufficient indication to support the conclusion that a bidder would not
reasonably have expected the conditions actually encountered.30 Thus, the contract indications
with respect to the conditions to be anticipated may be implicit in the contract documents.31 For
example, where the owner has specified an embankment design which calls for certain sizes and
types of stone, and has designated a quarry for production of such stone, such actions constituted a
sufficient “indication” to permit recovery by the contractor under the clause when it encountered
great difficulty in obtaining stone from the quarry in the sizes required by the design.32 Similarly,
it has been held that the absence of any indication of water in test pit data constituted a
representation that dry conditions would be encountered, although the contract specifications
otherwise made no representation with regard to groundwater.33
B. Type II Differing Site Conditions
The second principal category of differing site conditions (“Type II” conditions) are
described as “unknown physical conditions at the site, of an unusual nature, differing materially
from those ordinarily encountered and generally recognized as inhering in work of the character
provided for in [the] contract”.34 In contrast to Type I conditions, this category of differing site
conditions is not predicated upon the existence of some difference between the conditions
encountered and those represented or indicated in the contract documents.
A Type II claim requires the contractor to prove three elements:35
(1)

The contractor must show that it did not know about the physical condition;

(2)
The contractor must show that it could not have anticipated the condition from
inspection or general experience;
(3)
The contractor must show that the condition varied from the norm in similar
contracting work.
The oft – stated standard applied in determining the existence of Type II differing site
conditions is the “standard of normal conditions”.36 Any unknown condition could qualify as a
Type II differing site condition, and it should be emphasized that to be unusual, the condition
encountered does not have to constitute a geological or other freakish condition – such as frozen
material or permafrost in the tropics.37 The condition is unusual if it was not indicated or could
not reasonably have been anticipated from an analysis of the contract documents, subsurface
boring logs or other available information, and, thus, was not contemplated by the parties.38
Examples of Type II differing site conditions include the following:
(1)
The unexpected and highly corrosive nature of ground water at the site, which
resulted in extensive damage to the contractor’s dewatering equipment;39
(1)

Excessive hydrostatic pressure encountered in the laying of a pipe line, which
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could not have been anticipated at the time of bidding;40
(3)
In a contract requiring sawing of a concrete runway, the contractor encountered
river rock used as aggregate in the concrete with MOHS hardness of more than nine in an area
where the river rock has a hardness more typically in the range of six-seven on the MOHS scale;41

(4)
The presence of caked material which was not revealed by a site inspection of
heating ducts to be cleaned under the contract;42
(5)
Jet fuel which flooded manholes because of an unknown blockage in an airport
drainage system, which caused damage to an underground transmission cable installed by the
contractor;43
(6)
Failure of rock from an approved borrow pit to factor in the manner expected for
production of concrete aggregate;44
An unknown and unanticipated oily substance which prevented adherence of
polyvinylchloride that the contract required be applied to the roof;45
(8)
More rock excavation required than the contractor anticipated based on experience
in the project’s area even though contract made no representations and all excavation was
“unclassified”.46

III.

Conditions Typically Excluded

Differing site conditions clauses generally refer solely to physical conditions at the site,
and, therefore, non— physical conditions that may adversely affect the performance of the
contract work are not encompassed within the conditions for which relief is provided under the
clause. For example, such non— physical conditions for which relief is not provided would
include:
(1)
(2)
guarantee;48

Changes to or errors in wage rates stated in the contract;47
Delay by another contractor to complete work or to furnish equipment, absent a

(3)
Inability to procure labor because of the presence of competing government
contractors in the same area;49
(4)
Drawings;50

Delay by the government in providing access to the site or in approving
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(5)
system;51
(6)

Unavailability of materials resulting from effects of the government’s priority
Overly strict inspection of work by government representatives.52

In addition to non – physical conditions, losses attributable to the forces of nature or acts of
God are also excluded from relief under most differing site condition clauses. Accordingly,
increased costs incurred as a consequence of unusually severe rainfall, hurricanes, flooding, rough
sea conditions, created by wind or tide, frozen ground conditions caused by unusually severe
weather, etc., do not provide the basis for relief for differing site conditions.53
The rationale for the denial of relief for acts of God or forces of nature is that such
conditions arose after award of the contract, and that the clause encompasses only conditions
which existed prior to the execution of the contract.54 Moreover, most modern contracts
specifically address such conditions in separate force majeure clauses. However, there is some
inconsistency in the rulings in this respect, and it can be stated that there are exceptions to the
requirement that the condition be one that existed prior to award of the contract. For example,
where the interaction of an early thaw and the unusual capillarity of the soil resulted in the
destruction of the haul roads at the project site, the contractor was held to have encountered
differing site conditions.55 Where flooding of the work site due to abnormal rain was
substantially aggravated by deficiencies in the drainage system designed by the government, it
also was held to be recoverable under the clause.56
Manmade conditions created after execution of the contract can also constitute differing
site conditions. For example, when the government was responsible for diverting the run – off of
rainfall into the work site, the added expense resulting to the contractor was recoverable under the
clause.57 Similarly, a cofferdam constructed by another contractor which increased the depth of
water and difficulty of the work at an adjacent contract site has been recognized as constituting a
differing site condition.58 A differing site condition has also been held to have been encountered
where erosion from one contractor’s work site resulted in an increase in the quantity of material to
be excavated by another contractor.59
IV.

Overruns and Underruns of Estimated Quantities

The presence of differing site conditions may often manifest itself in the form of a variation
in the quantities of specific elements of contract work to be performed. For example, an increase
in the quantity of excavation required to obtain a suitable foundation. However, a mere variation
in quantity does not in itself constitute a differing site condition.60 Such variations from the
estimated quantities set forth in the contract have been recognized as providing a basis for relief
under differing site condition clauses only in those cases where a substantial or material deviation
has been encountered that could not reasonably have been anticipated by the parties.
Accordingly, a substantial variation in quantities has been held to constitute a differing site
condition where the contractor could not have verified the accuracy of the estimated quantities
from the contract documents or an investigation of the site; or the contractor had no meaningful
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opportunity to make an investigation of the site; or had the right to rely upon the owner’s estimate
of quantities; or the parties were “mutually mistaken” as to the validity of the contract estimate of
quantities.61 Similarly, where the owner’s estimate of quantities is stated without qualification, it
may constitute a positive representation, and, in such circumstances, a variation as small as six
percent from the contract quantity may entitle the contractor to relief under the first category of
differing site conditions covered by the clause.62
In contrast, certain courts have ruled that the risk of the added costs occasioned by
increased quantities is to be borne by the contractor.63 In response to the frequency of overruns or
underruns in quantities on construction work, many construction contracts contain a specific
clause providing for adjustment of the contract where the actual quantities vary from the estimated
quantities by a stated percentage factor. For example, the federal government presently utilizes a
clause which provides for such an adjustment upon demand of either party when the actual
quantity varies more than 15 percent above or below the estimated quantity stated in the contract.64
It is important to note that variation in estimated quantities clauses restricts any price
adjustment solely to that portion of the actual quantity work that exceeds or falls short of the
estimated quantity by more than the stated percentage,15 percent in the federal clause, and does
not permit the negotiation of a new unit price for the entire quantity of the affected item of work.65
In addition, the federal clause now in use limits any such price adjustment to increases or decreases
in cost due solely to the variation in quantity, and, accordingly, requires that there be a
demonstrable difference in the contractor’s cost of performance caused solely by the overruns or
underruns in quantity.66
Finally, it should be emphasized that when a variation in quantity is caused by differing site
conditions, the provisions of the differing site conditions clause should be applied in determining
any contract adjustment, without regard to the percentage variation that may otherwise be
provided for in the contract’s variation in estimated quantities clause.67
V.

The Duty to Investigate the Site

As demonstrated above, a compensable differing site condition must be one which was
unforeseeable on the basis of the information available to the contractor at the time of bidding.
Accordingly, if the condition should have been anticipated, compensation may be denied, even
though the drawings and specifications may have been silent, or may have indicated conditions
differing from those actually encountered. For example, where groundwater conditions could
have been reasonably anticipated for the topography at the work site, its presence in the excavation
would not constitute a differing site condition even though such groundwater was not mentioned in
the contract documents.68 Similarly, although the contract may be silent, rock encountered in the
performance of excavation does not provide the basis for relief under the clause, where an
inspection of the site would have revealed the presence of such rock.69
What is the extent of the contractor’s obligation to make an investigation of the site before
bidding? Generally, the contract documents will contain provisions requiring bidders to make an
investigation of the site prior to submitting their bids, and it is, very definitely, the duty to the
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bidder to make such investigation.70 It should be noted, however, that such “Site Investigation”
clauses do not nullify the provisions of a differing site conditions clause, or require the contractor
to discover, at his peril, conditions at the site that would not be ascertainable by a reasonable
pre-bid investigation.71 The measure of what constitutes a reasonable site inspection will
naturally vary in every case, but where the conditions encountered would have been revealed by an
adequate examination of the site and all other data available to bidders, the contractor who fails to
make such a pre- bid investigation cannot expect to be afforded relief on the grounds that he has
encountered differing site conditions.72
The duty to investigate includes reviewing all information reasonably available to the
contractor even though the information might not be included in the bid documents. At least
several contractors’ claims have been defeated for failing to review subsurface information that
was only available for inspection in offices some miles away from the project site.73
It should be further noted that when the owner has made express representations in the
contract documents which cannot be readily verified, the contractor is generally entitled to rely
upon the same and is not required to make an independent study,or to conduct his or her own tests
to determine the accuracy of such representations.74 In this same regard, the bidder is only
charged with the knowledge that a reasonably intelligent and experienced contractor would
acquire from such investigation and will not necessarily be expected to reach the same conclusions
that a geologist or other specialized expert might formulate from the same data.75 Nor is the
prospective bidder obligated to seek out experts to determine the validity of the contract
indications.76
Finally, where an investigation would not have alerted the contractor to the conditions
actually encountered, the failure to make such an investigation prior to bidding will not necessarily
deprive the contractor of his right to relief under the clause.77 Likewise, relief under the federal
clause will not be precluded where it is shown that the contractor was denied the opportunity to
make such an investigation.78
VI.

otice Requirements

Most of the differing site conditions clauses the authors have encountered require that,
when a differing site condition is encountered, the contractor must promptly notify the owner’s
representative in writing before such conditions are disturbed. For example the federal
government contract clause provides that no claim by the contractor will be allowed unless the
contractor has given the prescribed written notice to the contracting officer. However, the clause
does permit the time within which such notice must be given to be extended by the government.
The City of New York’s changed conditions clause requires “immediate” notification to
the Commissioner.79 The American Institute of Architect’s (AIA) Document A-201 and the
Associated General Contractor’s of America (AGC) Document 200, both impose time limitations
which prescribe an upper limit of time, measured in days, for giving the required notice. The AIA
clause requires notice no later than 21 days after discovery of the differing condition and the AGC
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clause requires notice no later than seven days after discovery of the condition.80
The purposes of requiring prompt notice from the contractor are readily apparent. First,
the owner is thereby provided an opportunity to investigate the conditions before they are
disturbed and to make its own determination of their scope and character. In addition, such notice
allows the owner to determine the course of action to be followed in coping with the
conditions encountered, and thereby, to exercise some control over the cost and effort expended in
resolving the construction problems posed by such changed or differing conditions.81
It should be pointed out that the written notice of alleged differing site conditions required
“before such conditions are disturbed”, is merely notice of the conditions encountered, and that the
contractor is not obligated to assert a formal claim for additional compensation in this initial notice
to the owner’s representative.82 With respect to the submission of claims for adjustment to the
contract price, subparagraph (d) of the federal clause merely requires that the same be asserted
before final payment is made under the contract. To this extent, the requirements of the federal
Differing Site Conditions clause differ markedly from other adjustment clauses of the standard
federal government construction contract.83
No specific format is required in the written notice of the conditions encountered, and it is
not necessary that the conditions be described in specific, accurate detail in order to satisfy the
notice requirement.84 A letter to the owner, which clearly notifies it that the contractor believes
that it has encountered differing site conditions within the meaning of the clause, together with a
general description of the character and location of the conditions encountered, is sufficient.
Quite often the differing condition encountered by the contractor is of a character which
poses recurring or continual problems in the performance of the contract work. In such
circumstances, when the required notice has been given to the owner, it is not necessary for the
contractor to submit repeated notice of the reoccurrence or subsequent encountering of the same
physical conditions that were the subject of its initial notice to the owner.85
In addition, the requirement for formal notice may not be enforced when the owner has
actual notice of the conditions encountered. For example, where the contractor has given oral
notice or the owner has otherwise received actual notice of the conditions encountered the absence
of written notice from the contractor will not bar relief on a valid claim.86 Likewise, the
contractor’s right to relief will not be denied where the failure to give written notice has not
resulted in any actual prejudice to the owner’s position; although the failure to have given notice
may impose a greater burden of persuasion upon the contractor in the prosecution of his claim.87
However, where the owner was unaware of the conditions encountered or has otherwise been
prejudiced by the contractor’s failure to have given timely notice of the alleged differing site
conditions, the forfeiture provisions of the clause will be enforced.88
Finally, it should be pointed out that in certain circumstances, the actions of the owner, in
the absence of notice from the contractor, may be held to constitute a waiver of the notice
requirement. Accordingly, where the contractor has failed to give such notice, action by the
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owner has been held to effect a waiver by the owner for the notice requirement.89 Similarly,
where notice has been given, and the owner fails to exercise its right to examine the conditions
encountered, it will be deemed to have acquiesced in the contractor’s choice of the appropriate
procedures for coping with the same.90
VII.

Disclaimer Provisions

Almost without exception, the contract documents issued to bidders will include general
disclaimers or other exculpatory language which purport to relieve the owner from responsibility
as to physical conditions at the site or for the accuracy of the data furnished to the bidders.
Typical of such disclaimer are statements in the contract documents to the effect that:
(1)
The owner denies any responsibility for the accuracy of any subsurface data
furnished, and expects each bidder to satisfy himself as to the character, quantity and quality of
subsurface materials to be encountered;
(2)
The estimated quantities set forth in the contract are not guaranteed and are
provided solely for purposes of determining approximate amounts or for making estimates;
(3)
The subsurface data furnished to bidders does not constitute a part of the contract,
and is furnished solely for information; or
(4)
The bidders must make their own investigations as to subsurface conditions and
no claim for additional compensation will be allowed regardless of the subsurface conditions
actually encountered.
It has been a long standing principle of law that if the contractor is bound to build
according to plans and specifications prepared by the owner, the contractor will not be responsible
for the consequences of defects in the plans and specifications with respect to e.g., site
conditions.91 Thus, the insertion of representations prescribing the character, dimensions and
location of work may constitute an implied warranty that if the specifications are complied with,
the work will be adequate.92 This responsibility of the owner is not overcome by the usual clauses
requiring builders to visit the site, to check the plans, and to inform themselves of the requirements
of the work.93
Owners, architects and engineers seek to insulate themselves from such implied warranty
liability through contract “disclaimer” clauses and other contractual provisions by which they can
obviate altogether, or at least minimize, contractors’ claims which are premised upon differing site
conditions. The most direct avenue by which they seek to avoid liability is through specific
warranty disclaimer clauses. Such clauses may provide simply as follows:

No representation is made by the General Contractor, Owner,
Architect or Engineer in any contract regarding the existing
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subsurface conditions.
***
The Owner, Architect and Consulting Engineer make no
representations regarding the character and extent of the soil data or
other surface conditions to be encountered during the work
and no guarantee as to their accuracy or interpretation is made or
intended.94
A number of courts have vigilantly enforced such warranty disclaimer provisions.95 It
must be noted, however, that such disclaimers will be strictly construed against owners and
liability may nevertheless be found if “(1) inspection would have been unavailing to reveal the
incorrectness of the representations . . . or (2) the representations were made in bad faith . . .”.96
Nor will the owner be insulated where the contractor is led to rely on intentional or innocent
misrepresentations.97 Finally, a contractor’s reliance on the owner’s representations will be
upheld, notwithstanding such waiver clauses where either (1) the contractor’s site investigation
confirms the owner’s representations;98 (2) the owner intended the contractor to rely on its
representations in preparing its bid;99 or, (3) the circumstances did not allow sufficient time or
access for the contractor to conduct an adequate independent investigation.100
Other courts have refused to enforce disclaimer provisions, ruling the differing site
condition takes precedence over the disclaimer provision.101 Similarly, other courts have refused
to enforce the disclaimer if the contract provides in a typical order of precedence clause that the
contract’s general conditions (where the differing site conditions clauses are typically found) take
precedence over the contract’s specifications (where the disclaimers are generally found).102
VIII. Costs Recoverable Under Differing Site Conditions Clauses
Differing site conditions clauses generally allow for adjustment in contract price and/or
performance time to compensate contractors for the effects the differing site conditions have had
upon any part of the work, regardless of whether such work was directly changed as a result of
encountering such conditions.
The standard formula to be applied in making equitable adjustments under differing site
conditions clauses is that such adjustments are to be based upon the difference between the actual,
reasonable costs required to perform the work affected by the differing site condition and the costs
that would have reasonably been required to perform such work under the terms of the original
specifications, if such conditions had not been encountered.103
Costs which would have been experienced by the contractor regardless of the differing site
conditions are not recoverable under the clause.104 In addition, the contractor is obligated to
mitigate his damages, and if it is established that the problems created by the differing site
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conditions could have been resolved by less expensive means, the contractor’s costs may be
rejected as being unreasonable and the adjustment will be modified accordingly.105
In evaluating the costs incurred as a consequence of the differing site condition, the
reasonableness of such costs is to be judged against the particular circumstances in which the
specific contractor found himself, and is not to be predicated upon a theoretical or objective
standard of what those costs might have been to other contractors in general. Accordingly, the
actual, historical costs experienced by the contractor are of primary importance in determining the
adjustment due, and unless convincing proof to the contrary is presented, such historical costs will
be presumed to be reasonable.106
While the specific added costs experienced will vary depending upon the facts in each case,
the following typify various increased cost elements for which relief can be obtained:
The direct costs of any added or changed work required as a consequence of the
differing site conditions.107
Impact or ripple costs caused by the disruptive effect of the differing site
condition on the work schedule, which results in the performance of subsequent phases of contract
work under winter weather or other less favorable conditions, or results in the imposition of higher
wage rates or material costs than those prevailing at the time performance of such work was
originally scheduled.108
Fees and expenses of technical or other consulting services required in resolving
construction problems posed by the differing site conditions.109
Added field or home office overhead costs, such as supervisory salaries, travel,
insurance, bond premiums, etc., which are the direct or indirect result of the unanticipated
conditions encountered.110
An allowance for profit on the total increased costs reasonably incurred as a result
of the differing site conditions.111

IX.

Conclusion

The differing site conditions clause reflects an enlightened effort on the part of owners to
substantially reduce the risk or gamble that is always present in contracts calling for performance
of subsurface work. Close attention by owners and contractors to their rights under the clause can
often mean the difference between a financially successful job or a ruinous loss. The authors
cannot overemphasize the need to carefully assess the implications such clauses carry when
negotiating the construction contract. The negotiation of the contract, like the construction of the
project itself, requires care, caution and common sense. Keeping the areas of potential conflict in
mind and engaging in capable, aggressive, and frank negotiation at the beginning of the project
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will help you avoid unwanted expense, hard feelings, and disappointment at the project’s
conclusion.
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